
NETSUITE DELIVERS 
WITH CLOUD AGILITY
Globalization makes our world smaller every day. With intensely competitive international markets comes an 

increased pressure to deliver timely service while keeping costs low. Behind the simplistic idea of moving product 

from point A to B is a complex set of challenges that must be faced head on—inventory management, supply chain 

visibility, compliance and accounting work flows. To overcome these obstacles, transportation and logistics companies 

need to be able to process information faster and act immediately on results. Whether you move goods via air, land or 

sea, NetSuite's cloud-based business management suite enables your business to improve visibility, minimize

complexity and remain agile in the face of massive change.

www.itgroupinc.asia/netsuite  |  info@itgroupinc.asia  |  (+63) 2 8396 9888

“We’re looking to grow through acquisitions, and wanted a solution that 
could grow quickly and dynamically with that growth model.”
 – Tim Harrington, VP of IT/CIO, OmniTrax

NETSUITE AT A GLANCE
Used by 30,000+ organizations

Used in 160+ countries
40+ recent IPOs run NetSuite

#1 on G2 Crowd for ERP

45-65%
IT cost savings

25-40%
reduction in audit 

completion and 

support time

25-50%
increase in

accounting staff 

productivity

50-65%
reduction in

General Ledger 

consolidation time

45-70%
reduction in financial 

close time

55-80%
increase in

business visibility

DELIVERING TRANSFORMATIVE RESULTS

Solution Highlights

Comprehensive financial and accounting functionality.

Robust financial controls and regulatory compliance.

Global business management and consolidation.

WMS, supply chain and inventory management. 

Real-time reporting and analytics.

Industry leading customization and integration capabilities.

Key Benefits

Robust global functionality with built-in business intelligence.

Improved transparency with real-time access to key business data. 

Rapid ROI with speedy implementation and minimal IT overhead.

Unprecedented development platform flexibility and scalability for growth.

A cloud-based system that is safe, secure and reliable.

SAP couldn’t accelerate at the pace the 

business demanded—lacked end-to-end 

view of operations. 

Integrated financial, project management 

and CRM processes across six

subsidiaries and transactions in US and 

Canadian currencies.

Provisioned NetSuite in minutes to support 

three acquisitions accomplished over a 

two-month period, a process that would 

have taken several months in SAP. 

Empowers workers with anywhere, 

anytime access to information to

expedite daily tasks and find greater 

process efficiencies.

MYOB lacked the flexibility that TMS needed 

for growth, with limitations in speed, number 

of users and customization capability.

Productivity has soared 75 percent; 23 

percent year-over-year revenue growth.

Gained the agility to broaden its business 

into outsourced labor/services and

international shipping through partners.

Reduced monthly financial close time from a 

week to one day.

Previous solution didn’t offer the

functionality and scalability needed for 

growth, and required maintenance and 

troubleshooting by a third-party consultant.

NetSuite workflows have cut the processing 

time between order placement and

invoicing in half.

Cut financial close time from two weeks to 

five days.

Real-time, step-by-step insight into 

shipments, from pickup to delivery through 

trucking, sea and air transport across the 

Philippines and internationally through 

various shipping partners.

SUCCESS: 

CHALLENGE:

CUSTOMER SUCCESS


